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2014 Convention Musings – Keith Dwire
This is Keith, last year’s convention
host, turning the traditional Welcome
board over to this year’s host, Terry
Coons. Terry presented us with a
wonderful program including some of
these great topics:
Jay Fulwider gave us a crash course in
making a cribbage board without
making a "big deal" of it. It included
simple ideas such as a paper template
with starter holes, and took away the
mystique of creating a humungous,
impossible task.
Peter Leach, Mike Manning and Larry Snow gave a
comprehensive discussion of the Horn/McCrillis boards
including the one Peter doesn't have, but Mike does. Also
some good natured competition between the boards and
the other Big Hitter - Drueke and CBCS experts, Dan Betz
and Cecil Bradshaw.
Joe Wheeler gave a very nice
presentation on restoring boards. One
of his trade secrets was the use of tea (or other "tea-colored" liquid) to
create the old look.
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Terry Coons gave some history on a variety of pegless boards. Some new finds including a
Curtiss wood grain-colored board and a sliding bead board from nearby Widby Island were
presented by other members.
Randy Corey brought several samples of Alaskan Ivory with beautiful
scrimshaw decoration. He also reference a book on the topic of Native
Alaskan Carvers using Walrus Ivory.
Keith Dwire and Terry Coons brought beautiful examples of Balene cribbage
boards - baleen is the material in Balene whale mouths used to filter food.
Balene is sometimes referred to as whalebone.

Who can forget Keith Dwire eecking out a one-point win over President Ed in the cribbage
tournament? Maybe next year, Ed?

Peter Leach presented information about our current CBCS website and discussed some
possibilities to enhance it. Terry Coons has already taken the challenge, and has posted a trial
site for board members to consider.
There are so many memorable moments of the convention, but just not enough room in this
edition to cover them all. There may be more of what went on in Portland in the February
newsletter. Watch for them.
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Here is the gang attending the 2014 convention in Portland.

THE 2014 CONVENTION BOARD - Terry Coons, #187
I call this the “Mt. Hood”. These 3D boards are solid mahogany, with the following finishes:

Walnut stain
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Cabernet stain

(Clear was also available at the convention; no pic)

On this two-player board, the players start on the small “hills” and follow their individual, nonparallel, tracks to the top of the mountain. The two smaller knobs are the skunk positions.
Three-player versions and exotic woods are available as well.
These boards were made by Greg Freyholtz, a mechanical engineer located in Bloomington,
Minnesota, who has the Etsy.com shop Custom Numeric Crafts. Greg uses a custom-built CNC
(Custom Numerical Control) router, a computer-controlled cutting machine, to make things
“nearly impossible to make by hand”.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
CBCS Convention 2015 – Branson, Missouri
September 25 amd 26. 2015
We have the three days of Sept 24, 25
and 26 reserved at $99.00 plus taxes and
fees usually associated with hotels. Also,
we can get the three days before and the
three days after at the same rate. The
Hilton is right across the street from the
Branson Landing. For those of you that
haven’t been to Branson in the last 10
years or so, you may not be aware that the part of Branson down by the river has been all made
new with a shopping mall with enough stores to keep you busy for at least one full day, and it is
all within walking distance.
The main reason I am telling you all of this now, is so you can plan your next vacation here.
After all the shopping, there are over 50 shows, etc. all along highway 76 for 4 miles. If you are
coming to see the shows, be sure to use the three days BEFORE the convention. Most of the
shows are down Sunday and Monday.
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In the next issue of this newsletter I will
try and spell out some of the attractions
that we find very entertaining and
approximate cost. Just a reminder—the
Branson Landing is within walking
distance- one block to the starting and a
quarter mile, more or less, EACH WAY!!
But the attractions and shows, with a
couple exceptions it is necessary to have
a car, or take a taxi. More next time,
Hosts: Dave and Gail Schroeder and Bobbi and Bernie Reising
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
In Memory: MARVIN MAXELL, Member #266 (1936-2014)
Marv Maxell passed away on the evening of October 7, 2014 from oral
cancer. He approached cancer the way he approached life – with a
positive, can-do attitude, continuing to float down rivers and make trips
into the mountains, ending conversations with a reminder to others to
“keep smiling and have a nice day”.
After earning his PhD, he went to work for Utah’s Division of Wildlife
Resources, helping establish the first statewide water quality monitoring
system. Throughout his career, Marv helped lead efforts resulting in Utahans having cleaner
water to drink and cleaner air to breathe. He is survived by his children, Bryce, Kara and
Rebecca.
Marv was unable to attend the 2014 convention but attended several previous ones. He was
an avid collector of Horn and LeCount boards, collaborating with his friend Peter leach and
eventually buying Peter’s collection. Marv left his collection to the CBCS.
Salt Lake Tribune, October 12, 2014
In 2012, Marv wrote his autobiography for the newsletter. It can be found on page 5 at:
http://cribbageboardcollectorssociety.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/November-2012Newsletter.pdf
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Cribbage Board Game Variations II by Bette Bemis, Founder
For some reason, the alphabetical listing of the cribbage board game variations seems to
contain most of the older games at the end of the alphabet! In my continuing research into
this category, I have not uncovered any new listings since Part I was published, BUT, I did
locate a Cribbage Football board, making that listing complete in my archives.

PentaKribb
D Higgins Enterprise, copyright 1983

Description: Score sheet is used instead of cribbage board. Deck
of regular cards included. The objective of the game is to build
the best 5 hands from cards dealt at random. Score sheet
records the 5 hands.

PentaKribb with Tuface
DalJon, Inc.
Boxed game on file
Description: Score sheet used instead of cribbage board. Deck
of cards has 40 cards, 28 which are regular face, 12 which have
2 cards on each face(TUFACE) for a total of 52 cards (regular
deck). Objective is to build the best hands with each player
using the same cards.
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Philadelphia Lawyer or Cracker Barrel Cribbage
"An Old Country Store Game Formerly Played on the Top of a
Cracker Barrel." "Patent Pending"
by Recreational Games, Inc. Northbrook, IL
Description: Round board 16" diameter: shaped like top of barrel.
Black decal on natural wood: Three circular, evenly spaced sets of
16 holes, each separated by black outlines of rectangles.

Strategy Cribbage
Late 1980’s. Sold in Miles Kimball Winter 1990 catalog

Description: 3-player Board (15 X 3¾ X 3.4") with Brooksstyle tracks of red, white and blue, divided unevenly by
solid white blocks. Number of pegging holes located
between the solid white blocks varies from 3 to 6, with
total holes on each player’s street being 120. Bonus and penalty holes enliven an otherwise
traditional game of cribbage.

Western Cribbage
Western Cribbage Association, W. G. McSpadden, Founder, and copyright
1986
This game was never formally manufactured, but many handcrafted sets
were distributed.
Description: Game board (24 X 18") consisting of 5 rows of 5 rectangles
each. Objective of game is to play cards as to build 5 card cribbage hands.
Also uses one standard cribbage board for counting score. Each owner of
the game was awarded a Charter Player Certificate.
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Spreadsheet Cribbage - October 13, 2014
It is a given that Jane and I play at least one game of cribbage every day, and often
more. While journeying on the road or in the air, our board, pegs, and playing
cards are always near. We are cribbage board packing travelers. One of our family
traditions is to play several games during our visits with son Chad, whether he is
in Singapore, New York City, or Colorado. When we were playing one of our
tournaments with him recently, we mentioned that our estimated calculations
reveal that the average hand is eight points and the average crib is six points. Not
being one to assume, Chad, aka Sir Isaac Newton, countered that he needed
statistics to prove that those are accurate figures. So, he created a spreadsheet
based on data we tracked from nine games. We kept count of the dealer’s hand
and the crib, as well as the hand of the opponent. We totaled the number of
hands that it took to complete the game. With the exception of one game, we
included the totals from all the hands, even after a player had crossed the finish
line and the opponent’s hand was irrelevant. We added and divided lists of
numbers to compute the mean (average), the mode (most often), and the median
(middle) of nine games we played. The results were amazingly close to our earlier
estimates, although considerably afield in one category.
The average hand was 7.9 points for the dealer’s hand, and 5.7 points for
the crib, only slightly below our estimated tally of 8 for the hands and 6 for the
crib. There was a 0.6 lower average for the person not holding the crib, which is
significant. The reason for this may be that the player without the crib wants to
avoid giving the dealer points and, in doing so, may have to disadvantage his own
hand when discarding his two cards into the opponent’s crib. The hands that most
often occur are 8 and 4. The highest point count was 20 (16 for the crib), which
occurred three times, and the lowest was 0, which occurred four times. It never
took us less than 8 or more than 10 hands to finish a game.
Digging into the numbers any other way you can think of might be
interesting. It certainly was fun for us. By the way, if you are interested in us
sending you the detailed data, hand by hand, please let us know and we will
forward it to you.
Wally and Jane Ewing
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Here are some additional convention moments
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